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This paper presents a rectifier fault diagnosis method with wavelet packet analysis to improve the fault tolerant four-phase doubly fed brushless starter generator (DFBLSG) system reliability. The system components and fault tolerant principle of the high reliable DFBLSG are given. And the common fault of the rectifier is analyzed. The process of wavelet packet transforms fault detection/identification algorithm is introduced in detail. The fault tolerant performance and output voltage experiments were done to gather the energy characteristics with a voltage sensor. The signal is analyzed with 5-layer wavelet packets, and the energy eigenvalue of each frequency band is obtained. Meanwhile, the energy-eigenvalue tolerance was introduced to improve the diagnostic accuracy. With the wavelet packet fault diagnosis, the fault tolerant four-phase DFBLSG can detect the usual open-circuit fault and operate in the fault tolerant mode if there is a fault. The results indicate that the fault analysis techniques in this paper are accurate and effective.

1. Introduction

A starter generator can start the engine and supply electrical power for the aeronautics and automobiles. A variable frequency starter generator is developed for the Boeing 787 which is introduced in [1]. The switched reluctance machine (SRM) [2] and the PM machine [3] were also considered as starter generators. However, the controlled power electronic circuit for switched reluctance generator is very complex and expensive. And the PM material is very strict with the working temperature [4, 5]. It is difficult for both of the SRM and PM machine to regulate the output voltage when they work as generators.

Doubly fed brushless starter generator (DFBLSG) is a new type of brushless DC machine that comes from doubly salient PM machine by using field winding instead of permanent magnet steel [6]. Its armature windings and excitation windings are both mounted on the salient poles of the stator, and it has similar salient rotor structure to SRM rotor. As a generator, DFBLSG does not need rotor position information and controlled power electronic circuit in the SRM generator. DFBLSG has such advantages as simple structure, low cost, high reliability, and good fault tolerance. Thus it has good application prospects in many fields including wind power generation, aeronautics, astronautics, automobiles, and ships [7]. In particular, it can be employed as aeronautics starter generator because it has excellent performance on both power generation and starting [8, 9].

The fault tolerant schematic of a machine system is shown in Figure 1. When a multiphase machine with more than three phases is implemented in the system, it can continue operating even with one or two open-circuit phases at the monitor of deferent sensors. So, it is necessary to build a system for fault tolerant application with the fault detecting sensors and controller [10, 11].

Generating mode is of particular importance for the starter and generator. As a weak part of the doubly fed brushless generator system, the rectifier is prone to failure. Practice shows that the faults of rectifier could be divided into short-circuit fault and open-circuit fault. Short-circuit fault would result in stopping operation by a fuse [8]. On occurrence of open-circuit fault, the unbalanced operating condition of rectification circuit would cause output voltage variation, phase current distortion, and even system crashes. Therefore, the research on rectifier faults detecting for doubly fed brushless starter generator is significantly important.
Recently, there are many different methods raised for rectifier fault diagnosis applications. The primary idea is diagnosing fault information included in output voltage. To detect the fault of a rectifier with 12 phases, an approach is given on the basis of voltage analysis with voltage eigenvalue in [12]. An extended Kalman filter is used to estimate the unknown model parameters for nonlinear dynamic systems [13]. Fourier transform and wavelet analysis has been used in fault diagnosis in [14–16]. In [14], a novel method for gearbox fault detection based on biorthogonal B-spline wavelet was proposed. And in [15], an automatic identification method for the leakage signal of petroleum pipeline is studied. The wavelet analysis is used to process the input signal because it has the superiority of varied size of the analysis window to the frequency [16].

This paper proposed a fault tolerant four-phase DFBLSG and presents a rectifier fault diagnosis method with wavelet packet analysis. The system components and fault tolerant principle of the 12/9-pole high reliable DFBLSG are given. And the common fault of the rectifier is analyzed. The process of wavelet packet transforms fault detection/identification algorithm is introduced in detail. The output voltage signal detected by a voltage sensor is used as a wavelet packet input signal. And the experiments were done to gather the energy characteristics. The wavelet coefficients were obtained from wavelet packet analysis of fault voltage signals, and then the wavelet reconstruction of each frequency band was processed. Meanwhile, the energy-eigenvalue tolerance was introduced to improve the diagnostic accuracy. With the wavelet packet fault diagnosis, the fault tolerant four-phase DFBLSG can detect the usual open-circuit fault and operate in the fault tolerant mode if there is a fault. The results indicate that the fault analysis techniques in this paper are accurate and effective.

2. System Components and Principle

2.1. System Components. The DFBLSG comprises machine body and its controller, as shown in Figure 2. A four-phase full-bridge inverter is used for DFBLSG drive. Phase A and phase C connect in series, and they build up an independent channel. The other channel is composed of phase B and phase D. The position sensors are employed to detect the rotor position and rotor speed on the starting mode. And a voltage sensor is used to detect the rectifier fault. The controller is utilized to control the output voltage, the rotating of the machine, and the fault detection.

When the DFBLSG works as a generator, all the switched tubes are turned off and four-phase output voltage is rectified by the eight diodes. The output voltage is stabilized by adjusting the field winding current under the monitor of a voltage sensor.

The starter generator can output 14 V DC source for the motor when it runs as a generator. The 12 V DC battery can supply DC source when the machine is required to start the engine.

2.2. Structure and Principle of DFBLSG. Figure 3 shows the structure of the novel four-phase photograph. It is different with the traditional 12/8-pole three-phase machine [17], because it has 12 stator poles and 9 rotor poles (Table 2). Obviously, each phase winding consists of three concentrated coils. For example, phase A consists of A1, A2, and A3, which are connected in series, as shown in Figure 3. It should be noted that the phase winding direction of this configuration is different from the topology in of the traditional four-phase DFBLSG, which wounds the field coils.
Table 1: Classification of diode open faults.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Fault type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>One diode or two diodes of the same loop open circuit</td>
<td>D1, D3, D5, D7, D2, D4, D6, D8, D1D4, D3D2, D5D8, D7D6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Other two diodes or more of the same channel open circuit</td>
<td>D1D3, D5D7, D2D4, D6D8, D1D2, D3D4, D5D6, D7D8, D1D2D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Two diodes of the different channel open circuit</td>
<td>D1D5, D3D7, D2D6, D4D8, D1D6, D1D8, D3D6, D3D8, D5D2, D5D4, D7D2, D7D4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Three diodes of the different channel open circuit</td>
<td>D1D2D5, D1D2D6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Key parameters of the generator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of stator poles</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of rotor poles</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator outer diameter (mm)</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor outer diameter (mm)</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air gap (mm)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axle length (mm)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator tooth height (mm)</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator pole yoke height (mm)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator pole arc coefficient</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor pole arc coefficient</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated power (W)</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage (V)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Potential faults of the DFBLSG.

around four stator poles. But both of them have the same direction as the field coils. The phase windings of the two sections are not connected directly. Therefore, there are two channels, which are labeled as A, C and B, D.

2.3. Rectifier and Its Fault. The traditional three-phase generator has three types of rectifiers [18], which are positive full-bridge rectifier, half-wave rectifier, and negative half-wave rectifier. Similarly, the four-phase DFBLSG can also use the above rectifiers. The four-phase full-bridge rectifier shown in Figure 4, which has two independent output channels, is studied because it has the ability of fault isolation.

Rectifier is the weaknesses of the power generation system. Potential faults of the DFBLSG can be divided into short circuit and open circuit. Because the short-circuit faults are very harmful to the system, it should be protected by a fuse. Hence, this paper will mainly study diode open-circuit faults including single diode open-circuit and double diodes open-circuit faults.

On occurrence of open faults, the output voltage would be distorted in accordance with certain laws. For example, when D1 and D2 are open, the output voltage will be distorted in the first half period. So, the diode open faults can be classified into 4 types according to distortion laws of waveform, as shown in Table 1.

3. Fault Detection Process

In Figure 2, the voltage is detected by a voltage sensor and the analog voltage signal is sent to DSP after conditioning. Then DSP controller analyzed the sampled signal and select fault energy eigenvalue with a wavelet packet firstly. Then, the eigenvalue is compared with a sample stored in DSP controller. If the fault condition is reached, the DSP will make appropriate decisions and output fault indication signal through the I/O port.

The fault detection process includes the following steps.

1. Analyze the normalized voltage sampling signal with the wavelet packet, let the decomposed layer be j, and extract wavelet coefficient of every band [19].

The normalized equation of array \( P_i \) can be described as

\[
P'_i = \frac{P_i - P_{\text{min}}}{P_{\text{max}} - P_{\text{min}}}
\]

2. Reconstruct the decomposition coefficients of the wavelet packet and extract the signal from every band.

3. Calculate each band signal energy eigenvalues according to

\[
E^{k}_{2^j} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} |e_k(i)|^2, \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots, 2^{j-1},
\]

where \( e_k(i) \) is the discrete points amplitude of the reconstructed signal.

4. Build the fault characteristic vector \( T \) that has \( 2^j \) elements with the signal energy of each frequency band:

\[
T = \left[ E^{0}_{2^j}, E^{1}_{2^j}, \ldots, E^{2^{j-1}}_{2^j} \right].
\]

To eliminate the influence of voltage amplitude, a new characteristic vector should be built with the element of

\[
s_k = \frac{E^{k}_{2^j}}{E} \sum_{i=1}^{2^{j-1}} |e_k(i)|^2, \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots, 2^{j-1}.
\]
Figure 5: Voltage waveforms under normal and one phase open-circuit fault.
Figure 6: Voltage pulsating ratio and THD under normal and open-circuit fault. N: normal; T1 fault, D1 open circuit; T2 fault, D1D2 open circuit; T3 fault, D1D5 open circuit; T4 fault, D1D2D5 open circuit.

And the new characteristic vector is shown as

\[ T = [s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_{2^j-1}] \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

(5) Establish the sample fault file. We should collect a large number of experimental data samples, and then the fault characteristic vector can be determined with the statistical average value of the sample.

The statistical average value can be calculated with

\[ C_k = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{l=1}^{N} s_k(l), \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots, 2^j-1, \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( n \) is the number of experimental times.

The error discriminant vector \( \Delta P \) is used to describe the tolerance range of statistical average value \( C_k \), and the element of \( \Delta P \) can be caculated by:

\[ \Delta C_k = K\sigma = K \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{l=1}^{N} [s_k(l) - C_k]^{2}}, \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( \sigma \) is the sample standard deviation and \( K \) is the tolerance factor, generally taken to be 1.

Equation (6) establishes mappings between energy feature vector and fault state. With the obtained fault mode parameter, a table that describes the relationship between fault state and change parameter is stored in DSP. Then the faults can be identified and displayed.

4. Experiments and Wavelet Packet Analysis Conclusions

4.1. Prototype Experiments. A four-phase full-bridge rectifier was built in the experimental bench. The prototype machine operating in normal state and fault state was tested. Figure 5(a) shows the voltage waveform when the machine has no fault. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) display the voltage waveform with one diode open circuit. The other two diodes or more of the same channel open-circuit fault, two diodes of the different channel open-circuit fault, and three diodes of the different channel open-circuit fault were shown in Figures 5(d)–5(f), respectively.

The equation for calculation the voltage ripple is shown in

\[ K_r = \frac{U_{\text{max}} - U_{\text{min}}}{U_0}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

And the total harmonic distortion (THD) of voltage is expressed as

\[ \text{THD} = \frac{\sqrt{\sum_{i=2}^{\infty} V_i^2}}{V_1} \times 100\%. \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

With the fast Fourier transform analysis of the voltage waveform obtained from the oscilloscope, the normal and various fault voltage ripple ratio and THD can be drawn in Figure 6. As can be seen from the figure, the four-phase full-bridge rectifier can tolerate the fault list in Table 1. But the voltage ripple and THD are very high when there is an open-circuit fault. So the in time detection of fault type is very necessary for us to relieve the negative influence of this voltage ripple.

Figure 7 presents the photograph of the generator and the controller. Figure 8(a) shows the nonload characteristic with a four-phase full bridge. And the external characteristic under different fault is shown in Figure 8(b) when the excitation current is 4A. From the figure, we can see that the generator can tolerate one-diode open-circuit faults well, because the other diode in the same leg can rectify the positive or negative current. Comparing the characteristics curves under various faults, the output voltage of single phase open circuit fault is lower than one diode open-circuit fault. The characteristic experiments results show the same conclusion with the voltage waveforms in Figure 5. Because the number of phase windings is relatively small, the external characteristic of the machine is "hard" compared to common generators. When there is a failure, the DFBLSG can achieve fault tolerance by increasing the field current or outputting a relatively low power with the same field current.

4.2. Wavelet Packet Analysis. The rectified voltage sampling frequency is 50kHz, the sample length of oscilloscope is 2500, and the sampling repeated 10 times. According to the above diagnostic methods, we use db1 wavelet as the bases wave to carry out the wavelet packet analysis. The wavelet packet decomposition tree is shown in Figure 9 and the decomposition layer \( j = 5 \). As an example, Figure 10 presents
Figure 7: Rotor, stator, and controller photograph.

Figure 8: Characteristic experiments results with full bridge mode.

Figure 9: The five-layer wavelet packet decomposition tree.

The wavelet packet decomposition results of deferent band. Because the waveform describes a relative energy size, it has no unit.

The energy eigenvalue statistic on each fault condition is shown in Figure 11. From the figure, we can see that the element vector data after 6th harmonic is almost zero. So these frequency band energy eigenvalues have no practical significance, and they can be negligible.

With (7), we can get the energy-eigenvalue tolerance statistic on each fault condition (Table 3).

If the system is normal, the energy characteristics of all the frequency bands are very little. If D1 is open circuit, characteristic of the first frequency band is high. If D1 and
D2 are open circuit, the energy characteristic of the second frequency band is higher than the one of the first band. If there is an open-circuit fault on D1D5, the first and the second frequency band are almost the same. All the energy characteristics are very high if there is a D1D2D5 open-circuit fault.

The experiments prove that when the generator rectifier circuit fails, the wavelet packet analysis results of voltage on the sampling signal can be used for the fault diagnosis. With the established relationship between energy characteristics and fault state, the open-circuit fault can be recognized by the wavelet packet analysis.
5. Conclusions

The doubly fed brushless starter generator has broad application prospects in the aerospace and automotive industry, which need high reliability for the whole system. To meet the requirement of the fault tolerant capability, a four-phase DFBLSG which has the characteristic of phase redundancy, phase isolation, and fault diagnosis is presented in this paper. As the weak part of the system, the rectifier faults are divided into one diode or two diodes of the same loop open circuit, two diodes of the same channel open-circuit, two diodes of the different channel open circuit, and three diodes of the different channel open circuit.

To detect the open-circuit fault of the rectifier, a rectifier fault diagnosis method with wavelet packet analysis is presented. Wavelet packet analysis can decompose the voltage signal into several layers in the whole frequency range. With the energy eigenvalues extracted from full-band wavelet packet, eigenvectors can be established to describe different faults. The fault tolerant performance and output voltage experiments were done to gather the energy characteristics with a voltage sensor. With the established relationship between energy characteristics and fault state, the open-circuit fault can be diagnosed by the wavelet packet analysis.
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